1530 Dummy cylinder adjustable

Mechanical locking cylinders
Dummy cylinder

Dummy cylinder with colour clips

Locking cylinders form the core element of secure
locking systems and represent IKONs core
competency. The product range meets challenging
security requirements with sophisticated solutions.
High-quality IKON locking cylinders provide high
protection against intruders. Standard equipment in
this respect includes anti-drilling devices, security cards
and panic functions. Patented profiles are a direct result
of decades of experience gained in precision
engineering and are effectively equipped against even
the latest intrusion or burglary techniques. These
features include innovative VECTOR profiles and the
IKON reversible key profile WSW-W10.

Area of Application
Dummy cylinders are frequently used in areas without
security requirements. Dummy cylinders are mainly used to
seal profile cylinder holes and do not have any locking
function.
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Product description
Length can be adjusted by means of two opposing
movable end pieces which are fixed in a central
section by tightening the cylinder fixing screw
By shortening the end pieces the dummy cylinders
are suitable for doors with thicknesses from
27mm including fitting

Accessories/Individual parts
Cylinder fixing screw 1149
Scope of delivery
1 dummy cylinder
1 cylinder fixing screw M5 x 85mm

Standard dimension in mm (ABM=52-90)
Other dimensions in mm (ABM=84-144)
Available in satin nickel-plated surface (FB=MV),
silver-coloured (FB=F1), white (FB=WS), black
(FB=SW) and gold-coloured (FB=F3)
In the case of a matt nickel-plated (FB=MV) finish,
end pieces consist of a single part (without colour
clips)
In the case of FB=F1, F3, WS and SW finishes, end
pieces consist of two parts (with colour clips)
According to the MPA expert appraisal (No.
210003008) of the 08.03.2004, the IKON dummy
cylinder 1530 is suitable for use in fire doors up to
fire resistance category El290 complying with DIN
EN 13501-2 and T90 complying with DIN 4102
Part 5
Please do not order this item with a lock number It is a non-locking item.
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